Crazy AND Evil
There are a lot of neurotics in Psychiatry and Clinical Psychology, and a
disproportionate number of homosexuals. Many of the latter were
originally drawn to the psychoanalytic professions in hopes of discretely
curing themselves through the profession's diagnostic and therapeutic
techniques. The influence of homosexuals in these professions has not
been beneficial to their reputation.
In 2013, these psychoanalytic professions revised their Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM) to finally remove homosexuality as a mental
disorder. This was an unfortunate modification of the DSM that began
40 years earlier, and was based exclusively on politics rather than
science. Essentially, it was a surrender to the influence of the
homosexual lobby and its political agenda. Many truly insane ideas
currently in circulation are a direct result of modifying the DSM 5.
For example, it may be news to normal people, but queers, perverts,
transgenders, circus freaks and feminists are busily promoting the quaint
notion that boys can "menstruate" just like girls. Many "woke" school
boards have even installed dispensers of female sanitary products in
Boys' Bathrooms to maintain the fiction. Oh, and men can become
pregnant, as well! Only the certifiably insane truly believe this, but these
delusions are necessary to perpetuate the feminist hallucination that
"gender is a false construct."
The subject of gender has become very confusing to communists. (I
refuse to call them "progressives," because there's nothing progressive
about them.) As a result, one black Supreme Court nominee cannot even
define what a woman is, although most white high school graduates can
immediately tell you that a woman is an adult human possessing two "X"
Chromosomes and no "Y" Chromosomes in HER cell nuclei.

The Supreme Court decision in Lawrence v. Texas that legalized sodomy
in 2003 -- followed by the arbitrary "normalization" of homosexuals by
removing them from the DSM's list of mental disorders in 2013 -- have
swept through society like Monkey-Pox through gay bathhouses. It
shaped many policies and paved the way for outrages such as secret
"gender-counseling" of grade school kids. Likewise, it has inspired freak
shows that expose little kids to "grooming" and desensitization by
queer predators nancying around in women's clothing.
The normalization and de-stigmatization of homosexuality has also
emboldened "woke" school boards to enact ridiculous policies such as
the one in Loudon County, Virginia that permitted self-described
"transgenders" to use the Girls' Restrooms in their high schools. This
total surrender to ideology led to the rape and sodomization of a 15 yearold white girl by a nigger predator who wore a dress to school each day.
The traitorous cowards who capitulated to Cultural Marxism and the
queer lobby -- by legalizing sodomy and "curing" homosexuality with
the stroke of an eraser -- have granted queers much greater access to
children and greater opportunities to "groom" them. That's exactly the
goal the North American Man/Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) has
relentlessly pursued for 44 years.
By lessening the stigma of homosexuality and legitimizing it, quislings
have increased the likelihood that many unsuspecting kids will face a
future consisting of sexual abuse and years of psychoanalysis.
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